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Sag's analysis of English relative clauses withoutempty categories.2 Set-valued features2.1 Phrasal amalgamationThree HPSG principles - the Nonlocal Feature Prin-ciple, the Quanti�er Inheritance Principle, and theContextual Consistency Principle - specify con-straints on certain set-valued features of a phraseand the equivalent set-valued features of the daugh-ters. In (Pollard and Sag, 1994), these constraintsare speci�ed on phrases, that is, the values of therelevant features of all the daughters of a phrase areamalgamated by set union (possibly with subtrac-tion of certain elements) to give the value of therelevant feature of the phrase. We therefore refer tothis phrase-based amalgamation of set-valued fea-tures as phrasal amalgamation.Speci�cally, the Nonlocal Feature Principle re-quires each of the NONLOCALjINHERITED fea-tures QUE, REL and SLASH of a phrase to bethe set union of the equivalent feature of all thedaughters, minus any elements of the equivalentNONLOCALjTO-BIND sets of the head daughter.The Quanti�er Inheritance Principle requires theQSTORE feature of a phrase to be the set union ofthe QSTOREs of all the daughters, minus any quan-ti�ers in the phrase's RETRIEVED list. The Con-textual Consistency Principle simply speci�es theCONTEXTjBACKGROUND feature of a phrase asthe set union of the BACKGROUND sets of all thedaughters.2.2 Lexical amalgamationRecent revisions of HPSG theory divide phrasalamalgamation into two distinct parts: the amalga-mation part and the inheritance part. While theinheritance part is still speci�ed by constraints onphrases, the set-valued feature amalgamation partis now speci�ed by constraints on words.Following the proposals of (Manning and Sag,1995), a word's arguments are lexically speci�ed inits ARGUMENT-STRUCTURE (ARG-ST) list. A



word's set-valued features are de�ned in terms of theamalgamation of the equivalent set-valued featuresof its arguments. This form of amalgamation, speci-�ed by lexical constraints, is therefore referred to aslexical amalgamation.The lexicalization of nonlocal features is describedin (Sag, to appear). The lexical amalgamation ofSLASH values is stated as lexical constraint (1),where ] designates disjoint set union.Lexical Amalgamation of SLASH:264ARG-ST �hSLASH 1 i, : : : , hSLASH n i�SLASH 1 ] : : :] n 375(1)This allows a simpli�cation of the mechanism forinheritance of SLASH values. A new SLASH Inheri-tance Principle (SLIP) is stated as phrasal constraint(2), where `/' indicates a default value.SLASH Inheritance Principle (SLIP):hd-nexus-ph )24SLASH / 1HD-DTR hSLASH 1 i35(2)The combination of (1) and (2) means that aphrase inherits the SLASH values of its daughtersindirectly, via the head daughter. Similarly, lexi-cal amalgamation of QUE and REL features is usedto introduce a WH-Inheritance Principle (WHIP) inwhich QUE and REL are inherited via a phrase'shead daughter. The combination of SLIP andWHIPin (Sag, to appear) replaces the Nonlocal FeaturePrinciple of (Pollard and Sag, 1994) and avoids theneed for separate NONLOCALjINHERITED andNONLOCALjTO-BIND features.The lexicalization of quanti�er scoping is verysimilar. Following the proposals of (Pollard and Yoo,1995), QSTORE is a LOCAL feature which can beincluded in the features subcategorized for by a lexi-cal head, and can therefore be lexically amalgamatedin that head. These proposals, extended to includelexicalization of quanti�er retrieval, are stated by(Manning et al., to appear) as the lexical constraint(3), where 0 is the set of retrieved quanti�ers and'{!' designates contained set di�erence.Lexical Amalgamation of QSTORE:266664ARG-ST�hQSTORE 1 i,: : : ,hQSTORE n i�QSTORE ( 1 ] : : :] n ) {! 0CONT hQUANTS order( 0)i 377775(3)Unscoped quanti�ers are inherited not from alldaughters but only from the semantic head daugh-ter. This can be stated as a revised Quanti�er In-heritance Principle (QUIP) in (4).

Quanti�er Inheritance Principle (QUIP):hd-nexus-ph )24QSTORE / 1HD-DTR hQSTORE 1 i35hd-adjunct-ph )24QSTORE / 1ADJ-DTR hQSTORE 1 i35(4)
2.3 Lexicalization of CONTEXTWe now propose the lexicalization of CONTEXT,following the same approach as the lexicalizationof nonlocal features and the lexicalization of quan-ti�er scoping. CONTEXT includes two features,BACKGROUND (BACKGR) and CONTEXTUAL-INDICES (C-INDS). As BACKGR is a set-valuedfeature, we introduce the lexical constraint (5), inwhich a word's BACKGR set is the disjoint set unionof the BACKGR sets of its arguments.Lexical Amalgamation of BACKGR:264ARG-ST�hBACKGR 1 i,: : : ,hBACKGR n i�BACKGR 1 ] : : :] n 375(5)As discussed by Pollard and Sag (1994), a phrase'sC-INDS can be taken for simplicity as the uni�ca-tion of the C-INDS of its daughters. This is nota linguistic principle but is typical of discourse sit-uations. We can specify an equivalent lexical con-straint (6), in which a word's C-INDS feature is theuni�cation of the C-INDS features of its arguments.Lexical Amalgamation of C-INDS:264ARG-ST �hC-INDS 1 i,: : : ,hC-INDS 1 i�C-INDS 1 375(6)We introduce a new Contextual Head InheritancePrinciple (CHIP), in which the CONTEXT featureof a phrase is by default token-identical to the CON-TEXT value of its contextual head daughter. Wede�ne contextual head in the same way as seman-tic head, i.e. in a head-adjunct-phrase the adjunctdaughter is the contextual head, and in a head-nexus-phrase the syntactic head is the contextualhead. The principle is stated in (7).Contextual Head Inheritance Principle (CHIP):hd-nexus-ph )24CONTEXT / 1HD-DTR hCONTEXT 1 i35hd-adjunct-ph )24CONTEXT / 1ADJ-DTR hCONTEXT 1 i35(7)

The combination of (5) and (7), replacing theContextual Consistency Principle of (Pollard and



Sag, 1994), means that a phrase inherits theBACKGR values of its daughters indirectly, via thecontextual head daughter.3 Head-driven GenerationOn a computational level, lexicalization of contextcombined with lexicalization of quanti�er scoping isadvantageous in using HPSG with head-driven gen-eration algorithms.3.1 Semantic headsHead-driven generation algorithms assume thatmost grammar rules have a semantic head daughterwhose logical form is identical to the logical formof the mother. The basic head-driven bottom-upgeneration (BUG) algorithm (van Noord, 1990) re-quires that every rule has such a head, except rulesfor lexical entries. The semantic head-driven (SHD)algorithm (Shieber et al., 1990) relaxes this require-ment, dividing rules into chain rules with such a headwhich are processed bottom-up, and non-chain ruleswhich are processed top-down. Head-driven bottom-up generation is e�cient because it is geared both tothe input logical form (head-driven) and also to theinformation available in the lexicon (bottom-up).HPSG is ideally suited to head-driven bottom-upgeneration. Because it is highly lexicalist, the richinformation available in the HPSG lexicon supportse�cient bottom-up generation. Furthermore, HPSGhas a clear notion of semantic head: in head-adjunctphrases, the adjunct daughter is the semantic head;in other headed phrases, the syntactic head daugh-ter is the semantic head. In both cases, the HPSGContent Principle basically requires the content ofthe semantic head to be identical to the content ofthe mother. If logical form is equated with semanticcontent, it follows that apart from coordinate struc-tures, all HPSG grammar rules are chain rules forBUG/SHD generation.However, there is a complication in (Pollard andSag, 1994) caused by the use of Cooper storageto handle quanti�er scope ambiguities. Althoughscoped quanti�ers are included in the QUANTS listwithin CONTENT, unscoped quanti�ers are storedin the QSTORE set outside CONTENT. This meansthat semantic content cannot be simply equatedwith CONTENT.13.2 Logical formLogical form is not recognised as a separate lin-guistic level in HPSG theory, but is more or lessequated with semantic content. However, naturallanguage generation requires other information be-sides semantic content. Presuppositions and otherpragmatic and discourse factors are all required for1It would be unsatisfactory to require all quanti�ersto be scoped before generation, as this would excludeapplications such as ambiguity-preserving translation.

communicatively adequate realisation. In HPSG,such factors are included in CONTEXT.Tactical generation is viewed computationally asmapping from logical form to strings. The problemis how to include the required context factors. Oneapproach is to restrict logical form to semantic fac-tors, and provide separate mechanisms for handlingcontext factors during the processing of the logicalform. Linguistic context could be made availableoutside the logical form but inside the overall com-putational context.However, the usual approach is to include somecontext factors inside the logical form to be usedfor generation. For example, (Shieber et al., 1990)included mood operators in their examples. Thisinclusive approach to logical form requires no addi-tional sources of information for tactical generation,but means that logical form cannot be equated withsemantic content.In the framework of HPSG, Minimal RecursionSemantics (Copestake et al., 1995) could be such aninclusive logical form, representing unscoped quanti-�ers and context factors as well as semantic content.However, the relationships between MRS structuresand existing HPSG structures are not yet clear.For the purposes of head-driven generationwe canbe more conservative. A \logical form" consisting ofthe existing structures CONTENT, QSTORE andCONTEXT is su�cient.23.3 Contextual-semantic headsThe e�ciency of head-driven generation derives fromidentities of logical form between mother and seman-tic head daughter. Since an \inclusive" logical formcannot be equated with semantic content, the HPSGContent Principle alone cannot ensure this identity.We therefore need the lexicalization of context, to-gether with the lexicalization of quanti�er scoping,in order to achieve the identity.The Content Principle (which could perhaps berenamed Semantic Head Inheritance Principle -SHIP) ensures the identity of CONTENT betweenmother and semantic head. The Quanti�er Inheri-tance Principle (QUIP) (4) ensures the identity ofQSTORE between mother and semantic head. TheContextual Head Inheritance Principle (CHIP) (7)ensures the identity of CONTEXT between motherand contextual head. The contextual head and thesemantic head are the same daughter. If logicalform consists of CONTENT, QSTORE and CON-TEXT, the combination of SHIP, QUIP and CHIPensures that the logical forms of the mother and thecontextual-semantic head are identical, as requiredfor e�cient head-driven generation.2This could be speci�ed as a sign-level attribute LF,with attributes CT, QS, CX token-identical to CON-TENT, QSTORE and CONTEXT respectively.



3.4 NondeterminismAmalgamation of sets, although convenient for pars-ing, is intrinsically di�cult for generation. Giventhe set values from the daughters during bottom-upparsing, the set values of a phrase are directly spec-i�ed by set union (minus certain elements) accord-ing to the relevant principles. For parsing, phrasalamalgamation can be implemented by procedural at-tachments, as set union is deterministic and e�cient.However, given the set values of a phrase during gen-eration, the set values of individual daughters arenot speci�ed by principles based on phrasal amalga-mation, which only impose constraints across all thedaughters. In this case, procedural attachments arehighly nondeterministic.The change to lexical amalgamation helps to re-duce this nondeterminism. During head-driven gen-eration, the relevant set values from the input logicalform are passed directly downwards from a phrase toits contextual-semantic head, quickly reaching lexi-cal entries. The lexical argument-structure and va-lency information may then constrain the distribu-tion of set elements among the siblings (arguments)of the contextual-semantic head, reducing the degreeof nondeterminism.4 Register VariationWe now briey sketch a simple approach to registervariation, to introduce the lexicalization of contextin linguistic analysis, here combined with the lexi-calization of nonlocal features.To keep a representation for register variationas simple as possible, we assume that CONTEXThas an additional attribute REGISTER (REGSTR),with value of sort register, which has only two sub-sorts, formal and informal. To maintain the lexi-calization of context, we need lexical amalgamationof REGSTR as stated in (8), which has a defeasiblestatus similar to (6).Lexical Amalgamation of REGSTR:264ARG-ST�hREGSTR 1 i,: : : ,hREGSTR 1 i�REGSTR 1 375(8)4.1 Relative pronounsA revised analysis of English relative clauses withoutempty relativizers is presented by Sag (to appear),who argues for treating relative that as a pronominal,rather than a complementizer, as the only real ob-stacle is that it disallows pied piping (9a), and thisproperty is shared with relative who (9b) in manyvarieties of English.a. *The person [with that we were talking] : : :b. *The person [with who we were talking] : : :c. The person [with whom we were talking] : : :(9)

Noting that in such varieties the only pied-pipedrelative pronouns are whose, which and whom (9c),Sag comments that \the constraints on this varia-tion have to do with case assignment, register re-strictions, or both".While whom is always accusative and formal (10),we note systematic covariation3 of case assignmentand register restrictions in who and that. Relativewho is either nominative and unrestricted (REGSTRvalue register) (11) or accusative and informal (12).The same covariation is seen in relative that (andalso in interrogative who).whom (accusative): 24PHON hwhomiCAT NP[acc]REGSTR formal 35(10) who (nominative): 24PHON hwhoiCAT NP[nom]REGSTR register 35(11) who (accusative): 24PHON hwhoiCAT NP[acc]REGSTR informal35(12)4.2 Construction typesWe can put register restrictions on constructiontypes. Sag (to appear) treats nonsubject relativeclauses like whose bagels I like and from whom Ibought these bagels in terms of a single type �n-wh-�ll-rel-cl. He hints that the constraints on this typehave more work to do than the simpli�ed formula-tion shown in (13), which states only that the �llerdaughter must be an NP or a PP.�n-wh-�ll-rel-cl )�FILLER-DTR hHEAD noun _ prepi�(13)Since the constructionwith a PP �ller is restrictedto formal register, we could split this type into twodistinct subtypes �n-wh-np-�ll-rel-cl (14) and �n-wh-pp-�ll-rel-cl (15). The formal register restrictionin (15) would block examples (9a) and (9b) but allow(9c) as required.�n-wh-np-�ll-rel-cl )�FILLER-DTR hHEAD nouni�(14) �n-wh-pp-�ll-rel-cl )24FILLER-DTR "HEAD prepREGSTR formal#35(15)3Computational treatments of covariation in lexicalentries are discussed by (San�lippo et al., 1994) and(Meurers and Minnen, 1995).



4.3 Lexical typesWe would probably prefer to block the PP with whoin (9b) without building the rest of the clause, asa wh-PP is formal, but accusative who is informal.This could be done by putting register restrictionson PP construction types instead of on the relativeclause type. However, we explore the lexicalizationof context to show that it can also be done by con-straints on lexical types as stated in (16) { (18).rel-pp-prep )266664HEAD prepQUE fgREL f 1gSLASH fgREGSTR formal377775(16)
que-pp-prep )266664HEAD prepQUE f 1gREL fgSLASH fgREGSTR formal377775(17)
slash-pp-prep )266664HEAD prepQUE fgREL fgSLASH f 1gREGSTR informal377775(18)Lexical type constraint (16) requires a rel-pp-preppreposition to take as argument a relative pronounwhich is, or can be, formal. The non-empty RELrequires the argument to be a relative pronoun, asits REL value is acquired by lexical amalgamation ofnonlocal features. The formal register requires theargument also to be formal, as its REGSTR value isacquired by lexical amalgamation of context.This combination of lexical types, lexicalization ofnonlocal features and lexicalization of context pro-vides an alternative way to block the PP with who,and to block examples (9a) and (9b) but allow (9c),as required.5 ConclusionThe lexicalization of context naturally follows otherrecent revisions in HPSG theory concerned with set-valued features. It seems useful on a computationallevel, when HPSG is combined with a head-drivengeneration algorithm. Its value in linguistic analysisis not yet established, but at least it appears to beworth further exploration.
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